EXETER COLLEGE LIBRARY

There has been a library at Exeter College since the foundation of the college in 1314. The current
gothic library building was designed in 1857 by George Gilbert Scott. You can find the library in the
Fellows’ Garden on the Turl Street site.
You are very welcome to use the college library. It is open to readers 24/7 and you can access the
building by swiping your card at the library door.
The library has an open-access collection of c.50, 000 books and journals which cover all subjects
studied by undergraduates at Oxford University.
There are three public-access computers in the building which may be used to search SOLO (the
Oxford University libraries’ catalogue). The library also has Wi-Fi, Ethernet points and laptop sockets.
The text books required for your course will be located on the ground floor of the library. You can
also browse any of the other books available on the shelves.
You may not borrow books from the College Library, so please do not remove any books from the
building.
The library is arranged by a classification scheme called Bliss (subjects are denoted by letter):
A – Philosophy and Mathematics
B-Physics and Engineering
C-Chemistry
D - Geology
E-G Biological Sciences
H-I Medicine and Psychology
J-K Education and Sociology

L – O History
P- Theology
R- Politics
T-Economics
V-Art and Music
X-Languages
Z-Local History and Bibliography

There is a photocopier in the library and to use this you must purchase a card at the Lodge.
The library is a quiet study space so any talking must be conducted at low volume and if you are
wearing headphones please make sure they do not leak sound. Mobile phones must be switched off.
Readers are not permitted to bring any food or drink into the library except for still bottled water or
hot drinks in Keep Cups. Please do not bring in open cups of liquid.
Joanna Bowring, College Librarian, Exeter College library@exeter.ox.ac.uk

